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Participants in the undergraduate 
school on experimental quantum 
information Processing (useqiP) 

got hands-on experience in iqc 
labs this summer.
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ScIence 
highlights

IQC faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students have continued 

to set the global standard for quantum information research 

over the past term. Here is a sampling of their cutting-edge 

research published recently in academic journals. 

Postdoc and international 
collaborators explore quantum cloud  
Science 20 January 2012: Vol. 335 no. 6066 pp. 303-308 

iqc postdoctoral fellow anne BroadBent was part of an international research team whose 

work on perfectly secure “cloud quantum computing” was published in Science this past January. 

the team’s breakthrough represents a crucial step toward secure globalized quantum computing. 

because first-generation quantum computers will likely be housed in specialized facilities 

accessed by multiple remote users, protecting information security will be of paramount 

importance. the new innovation achieved by broadbent and peers in Austria, singapore and 

the uK is the implementation of “blind quantum computing,” which perfectly safeguards private 

information in this “cloud” scenario.

the information is secure because it is encoded in such a way that potential eavesdroppers — and 

even the computer itself — are “blind” to the information being transmitted. 

broadbent, who also co-authored the 2009 theory paper on which the new implementation was 

based, said the breakthrough is “a great example of a theoretical result providing a new direction 

to experimental research.” 

new Iqc reSearcher  
vadIM Makarov  

pg 04 
investigating vulnerabilities in  

quantum cryptography systems.

dIStIngUIShed  
lectUre SerIeS  

pg 06 
iqc explored the Quantum Frontier  

this past term with two great lectures.

tedxwater loo  
pg 10 

iqc postdoc gets audience into the 

swing of quantum science 
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iqc postdoctoral fellow anne BroadBent 
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IQC-nIST CollaboraTIon yIeldS adVanCe In SenSorS
“experImenTal realIzaTIon of deCoHerenCe-free SubSpaCe In neuTron InTerferomeTry.” PhySical review letterS (2011)

researchers at iqc and the national institute of 

standards and technology (nist) have made 

an advance in quantum sensor technology that 

could have widespread applications in industry.

the team pioneered a new approach to 

neutron interferometry, which uses the 

wave properties of neutrons to measure the 

properties of materials. previously, neutron 

interferometry was hindered by its sensitivity to 

vibrations, requiring experiments to be shielded 

in a massive blockhouse. 

the new advance by iqc researchers 

davId corY and dMItrY pUShIn, and nist 

researcher MIchael hUBer, was to make  

the interferometer much more resistant to 

such disturbance, eliminating the need for  

the large blockhouse.

inspired by work in quantum error correction, 

they modified the interferometer by adding 

fourth “blade,” which cancels out many 

disturbances that plagued three-blade 

interferometers. 

“before, we had some experiments that ran 

over several months,” said pushin, a research 

assistant professor at iqc. “now we can 

shorten each of those experiments to just a 

few weeks.”

the team’s results were published in Physical 

Review Letters in late 2011, and highlighted 

on PhysOrg.com. 

03

a conceptual diagram of the blind 

quantum computing experiment 

dmitry pushin sketches a neutron 

interferometer at IQC

06
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“girls in Science” 
explore Iqc

hoping to serve as role models for the younger 

generation, a group of female Iqc students 

hosted a special event on april 22 for the 

canadian association for girls in Science. 

approximately 15 elementary and  

high-school-age girls visited Iqc for an 

afternoon of scientific discovery and fun. 

the girls learned the basics of cryptography 

through activities and games, such as decoding 

secret messages from The Hunger Games and 

Harry Potter, and they explored principles of  

optics with lasers and fiber-optic cables.

Such events are aimed at giving young girls  

fun experiences in fields of science that are 

typically male-dominated, and introducing  

them to positive scientific role models. 

Iqc graduate student catheriNe  

holloway, who coordinated the visit,  

said the event was a great success,  

judging by the enthusiasm of the girls  

and the appreciative feedback she  

received from parents. 

ScIence 
highlights

algorithms experts come together  
for iqc conference 
A group of experts in quantum algorithms convened in waterloo for several  

days in April to discuss key questions and breakthroughs in the field. 

roughly two-dozen researchers attended the “recent progress in quantum 

Algorithms” conference, which was jointly hosted by the institute for quantum 

computing and the perimeter institute. 

Along with presentations and formal discussions, the conference included a 

number of informal discussion periods, aimed at forging new connections and 

sparking new ideas for investigation.

“it’s great to have these opportunities to get together in one place,” said conference 

co-ordinator prof. aNdrew childs. “when we get together, new ideas can 

emerge much more freely than when we’re all at our separate institutions.” 

new IQC reSearCHer 
TeSTS QuanTum 
CrypTograpHy
iqc welcomed research assistant professor  

vadIM Makarov, whose research focuses on finding 

and fixing vulnerabilities in quantum cryptography 

systems. Although quantum cryptography is perfectly 

secure in principle, hardware implementations can 

have loopholes. by discovering these loopholes and 

suggesting methods for fixing them, makarov will play 

an important role in the establishment of quantum 

cryptosystems as a global standard for information 

security in the future. makarov joined iqc in february 

following a postdoctoral fellowship at the norwegian 

university of science and technology, where he ran a 

quantum hacking lab. 

From the lab to the marketplace: universal quantum devices inc.  

quantum science continues to move from pure research toward practical, 

commercially available devices, as demonstrated by the recent sale of 

made-in-waterloo quantum technologies. 

universal quantum devices inc. (uqd), a spin-off company that emerged 

last year from iqc optics research, builds and sells specialized devices for 

photonics research.

the company’s signature technology, a novel logic unit conceived by 

uqd co-founder thoMaS JenneweIn, is a multi-purpose device that 

accomplishes many crucial tasks in quantum optics experiments. 

in the spring of 2012, the company sold several pieces of its equipment to 

photonics laboratories around the world.

“this represents one of the first steps toward commercialization of practical 

quantum technologies,” said uqd co-founder Steve Macdonald, who 

leads uqd alongside Jennewein and raYMond laFlaMMe.  

beyond enTanglemenT: workSHop 
exploreS non-ClaSSICal CorrelaTIonS

for two days in february, 

iqc hosted a “mini-

workshop” during which 

attendees examined 

questions of non-classical 

correlations — including, 

but not limited to, 

quantum entanglement. 

roughly 20 participants 

discussed what it means 

for a correlation to be 

“quantum,” and how such

correlations can be tested, quantified and utilized in information processing.

the feb. 23 and 24 mini-workshop, called general quantumness of correlations, 

was organized by iqc research assistant professor marco PiaNi, who received 

positive feedback about the event and hopes to explore different themes 

through similar mini-workshops in the future. 

New chip advances quantum 
optics research
monolITHIC SourCe of 

pHoTon paIrS, PhyS. rev. 

lett. 108, (2012)

A collaboration between iqc 

and the university of toronto 

has led to a new chip that 

could greatly advance optical 

approaches to quantum  

information technologies.

developed at u of t and tested at iqc, the waveguide chip can perform 

crucial functions that typically require the big, expensive equipment of 

a full optics lab.

the chip enables a new method for creating entangled pairs of photons 

at wavelengths useful for quantum information applications. 

such a chip could be integral to the development of scalable photonics-

based quantum computers and other quantum technologies, says iqc 

postdoctoral fellow rolF horn, who tested the chip with former iqc 

professor gregor weIhS.

the team’s results were published in an April edition of Physical Review 

Letters, and spotlighted in a Focus article in the same issue. 

a diagram of the waveguide 

chip tested at IQC

IQC welcomed Vadim makarov in february 2012 

participants from the recent progress in Quantum 

algorithms conference, held april 2012

participants from the general Quantumness 

of Correlations mini-workshop 

uQd founders raYMond laFlaMMe, thoMaS 

JenneweIn and Steve Macdonald holding the 

company’s signature device. 

IQC students razieh aNNaBestaNi (left) and 

eleNa aNisimova demonstrate polarization of 

light at the Girls in Science event held april 22.
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ScIence 
highlights

JoIn THe Q+ HangouT
imagine attending seminars by some of the world’s top scientists from the comfort of your own home (or office) 

— and actually interacting with the speakers, as if you’re right there in the lecture hall. that’s the goal of “google+ 

hangouts,” a new videoconferencing feature launched by google’s social network. A hangout specializing in 

quantum information, fittingly titled q+, has connected a number of institutions via virtual seminars approximately 

once a month, and an archive of sessions is being posted to YouTube. learn more about participating in q+ 

hangouts at http://qplus.burgarth.de/. 

lecture series explores Quantum Frontiers

the Quantum Frontiers Distinguished Lecture Series 
continued at the University of waterloo this past term 
with a pair of lectures by leading-edge scientists.

on Jan. 19, dr. davId wIneland of the national institute of standards and 

technology (nist) explained how ion-trapping systems are being used for 

quantum information processing and the development of ultra-precise  

atomic clocks.

the atomic clocks he and his team have built are so accurate, wineland 

explained, they will neither gain nor lose more than one second over the  

age of the universe. 

on feb. 7, dr. loUIS taIlleFer delivered a talk titled “the puzzles of 

superconductivity,” in which he explored what he called the “most remarkable 

property of matter” — the state in which electricity flows perfectly. 

both full lectures, as well as interviews clips with both 

wineland and taileffer, are now posted on the iqc 

YouTube channel at youtube.com/quantumiqc

the next Quantum Frontiers Distinguished Lecture, 

to be held on June 21, will feature dr. chIp ellIott, 

principle investigator of the geni (global environment 

for network innovations) project at bbn technologies. 

Keep an eye on the iqc website for details about this 

and other upcoming lectures. 

the Institute for quantum computing had a strong presence at the 

annual Meeting of the american association for the advancement of 

Science (aaaS) in vancouver this February. the AAAs Annual meeting 

is the world’s largest scientific gathering, with an estimated 12,500 

participants this year, ranging from scientists and journalists to policy-

makers and the general public. iqc faculty members including raymoNd 

laFlamme, david cory and thomas JeNNeweiN participated in 

panel discussions with international colleagues. laflamme and other 

leading scientists were recognized for important contributions to their 

respective fields during the annual AAAs fellowship breakfast.

mike lazaridis delivered a fascinating and inspirational plenary speech about why he so strongly 

supports and invests in fundamental research centres such as iqc and perimeter institute. thousands 

of people visited the iqc booth in the AAAs exhibition hall, where iqc members talked with dozens 

of media representatives, fellow scientists and the interested public. the iqc booth was also part of 

“family science day” — one of the most well-attended events of the conference. iqc’s participation in 

the 2012 AAAs Annual meeting resulted in immediate high-profile media coverage in outlets including 

The Economist, Space.com, ABC Australia, Physics World and more.

dr. loUIS taIlleFer at the february 2012 

Quantum frontiers lecture series

dr. davId wIneland at the January 2012 

Quantum frontiers lecture series 

STay ConneCTed 

with iqc
twitter @quantumiqc

facebook.com/quantumiqc

youtube.com/quantumiqc 

flickr.com/quantumiqc

quantumfactory.wordpress.com

iqc at AAAs
going coastal: 

B

c

d

a

a.  professor thoMaS JenneweIn explains his work in secure quantum communications during  

a aaaS panel discussion. 

B. IQC students evan MeYer-Scott and denY haMel at the IQC booth in the aaaS exhibition Hall. 

c.  IQC executive director raYMond laFlaMMe receives his fellowship in the american association 

for the advancement of Science in Vancouver. 

d.  participants in the Quantum information technologies: a new era for Global communication 

Panel. left to right: MartIn laForeSt (moderator), anton ZeIlInger, thoMaS JenneweIn, 

MaSahIde SaSakI, raYMond laFlaMMe. 
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questions 
& Answers
get to know iqc researchers

get to know:  

Joseph emerson | faculty 

hometown? 

i grew up just north of toronto in  
vaughan, ontario.

what first intrigued you about  
quantum science?
i first learned about quantum phenomena 
when i was a student in high school. At 
the ontario science centre, my physics 
and chemistry profs each taught a unit on 

quantum chemistry and physics. during class we demonstrated 
things like wave interference patterns with water on an overhead 
projector and watched documentaries about quantum theory and 
mechanics. i’ve been hooked ever since!

what are you currently working on?
currently i’m involved with the earth’s field nmr project working 
in prof. david cory’s group. the goal of this project is to detect 
and characterize the earth’s magnetic field using this device.

what scientist (past or present) inspires you, and why?
ben franklin, because he never stopped questioning things 
around him and never stopped exploring other areas outside 
science, including music, inventions, politics and writing. he 
understood the importance that science has in connection with 
everything else and that, in order to succeed in one area, you 
should be open-minded and well-rounded in others. 

what hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc?
two main interests i have away from iqc include training for 
triathlons and music. i enjoy playing the piano and singing, and 
am involved with the engineering jazz band and university of 
waterloo choir.

what continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically  
or otherwise?
As i get closer to completing my undergrad studies in 
nanotechnology engineering and music, i am getting more and 
more interested in the materials that we are studying. more 
importantly, i am beginning to unite the theory we have been 
learning with the applications i’ve been seeing and experimenting 
with while on co-op. 

hometown? 

i grew up in winnipeg, but i’ve spent  
the last 10 years in edmonton.

what first intrigued you about  
quantum science?
i remember late into my first quantum mechanics 
course my professor was showing us how 
schrödinger’s equation applied to the hydrogen atom 
explained atomic orbitals. it was very exciting to see 

how things (shapes and properties of orbitals) i had been taught in chemistry 
could be derived with a few equations in physics.

what do you do at Iqc?
i’m a nanofabrication process engineer in the quantum nanofab cleanroom. 
the cleanroom contains tools to deposit, pattern and etch a wide variety 
of materials at very small scales. these tools are similar to those used in the 
semiconductor industry and are available to all members of iqc. my job is to 
consult with lab members to help them realize the design they want to achieve 
with the tools, chemicals, and processes we have available in the quantum 
nanofab. i also create and document new recipes and protocols for the 
quantum nanofab community as their needs grow and change.

what scientist (past or present) inspires you, and why?
i would have to pick James clerk maxwell. i’m always impressed by  
the taming of complexity, so i’m inspired by scientists who unify different 
theories. when i was in undergrad (engineering physics) i actually had a 
hockey jersey with one of maxwell’s equations printed in place of a number.

how would you briefly describe your work to a  
complete layperson?
i help run the tools that make it possible for scientists to design experiments 
on a very small scale.

what hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc?
i enjoy bicycling, though i haven’t found the time for it since i moved here. i’m 
still enjoying driving around and discovering new places in southern ontario.

what continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically  
or otherwise?
i’m a sucker for documentaries about huge engineering projects, like the 

hoover dam and the panama canal. 

get to know:  

Madelaine liddy  
undergraduate research Assistant 

get to know:  

nathan nelson-Fitzpatrick 
nanofabrication process engineer 

hometown?  
lakewood, ohio. but i bounced back 

and forth between cleveland and 

montreal quite a bit. 

what first intrigued you about 
quantum science?

realizing that quantum information 

science gave a precise, quantitive 

(rather than qualitative) sense in which 

quantum mechanics is non-classical, 

and more enabling than classical 

mechanics. 

what are you currently working on?

lots of new things. understanding 

how complex quantum systems exhibit 

generic features that justify classical 

thermodynamics, such as the 2nd 

law. this is a very old problem for 

which we get new insights from the 

tools of quantum information theory. 

Also, i’m clarifying a recent result 

in which my students victor veitch 

and chris ferrie and i established an 

intriguing connection between quantum 

exponential computational speed-up 

and an old signature of non-classicality 

based on the onset of “negative 

probability” (which is mathematically 

defined but physically meaningless) 

in a framework where you try to force 

quantum mechanics into a classical, 

local-hidden variable picture. 

what scientist (past or present) 
inspires you, and why?

einstein, by far. you can’t overestimate 

the depth and impact of his insights 

into physics, as well as the foundations 

of quantum theory. lots of scientists 

think he couldn’t accept the new 

quantum ideas — on the contrary, i 

think these critics couldn’t understand 

the subtlety of einstein’s insights, 

particularly his realization that we 

need not reject the possibility of an 

underlying reality about which we only 

have partial knowledge. 

how would you briefly describe 
what you do to a layperson?

in physics, when a situation is 

transformed from a state of disorder 

to increased order, such as tidying 

your bedroom, we call this “reducing 

the entropy” of the system. it takes 

work to do this. the quantum world is  

complex and we need to organize our 

understanding of it. so what i do is  

extract work from sugar and caffeine 

to lower the entropy in my mind and, 

hopefully, do the same for the minds  

of my colleagues, students and the 

general public! 

what hobbies/interests do you 
have away from Iqc?

i like playing with my kids, board games, 

foosball, golf, ball hockey, long walks on 

the beach. you know, the usual. 

what continues to pique your 
curiosity, scientifically or otherwise?

i still don’t understand the mystery of 

quantum mechanics... And won’t stop 

until i do. so i need more sugar!

b
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the institute for quantum computing bid farewell in April to longtime lab guru MIke dIttY,  

whose expertise has kept experimental facilities in tip-top shape since 2003. 

mike was an invaluable member of the iqc family as the institute quickly expanded from its original 

headquarters to the bfg building and again into the research Advancement centres. 

thankfully, iqc will retain close ties to mike when the institute expands again into the mike & ophelia 

lazaridis centre, as he is remaining at uwaterloo as the manager of infrastructure, special projects and 

facilities for the faculty of science.

best wishes, mike, and we’ll see you on main campus! 

raY laFlaMMe presents MIke dIttY with a framed 

qubit chip nicknamed the “Itty bitty ditty Qubitty”
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research assistant professor
vadim makarov 

postdoctoral Fellow
eduardo martin-martinez 

graduate Students
naimeh ghafarian  
sadegh raeisi

Undergraduates
John dengis
egor larionov
ryan marchildon
cong wang
carrie webster
chris sutherland
seth strimas-mackey

long-term visitors
vikram sharad Athalye  
Amin baumeler
Antti Karlsson
laura piispanen 

mehul Kumar
mayank mishra
srijita Kundu
mircea rasvan davidescu
tae sik nam
parsad sarangapani

arrivals

i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a 11

communityin the

to call it a “talk” would be a major understatement.

when iqc postdoctoral fellow krISter 

ShalM took to the stage at centre in the 

square for tedxwaterloo last march, 

he became the ringleader of boisterous 

extravaganza that included a live band, 

an illusionist, several-thousand smarties, 

hundreds of dancers and, of course, 

quantum physics. 

shalm’s 16-minute presentation at the third 

annual tedxwaterloo was a multi-faceted 

celebration of nature’s “greatest love story,” 

as describes quantum entanglement. 

As an optics researcher at iqc, shalm 

tries to create and control the uniquely 

quantum correlation between two 

particles; as an avid swing dancer, he 

studies the beautiful symmetry that exists 

between two dance partners.

onstage at centre in the square, shalm bridged 

his two passions by orchestrating a dance 

— with eight live lindy hoppers onstage and 

hundreds more in pre-recorded choreography 

around the world — that conveyed the beauty 

of quantum entanglement. 

A live band led by pianist roBerta hUnt 

provided the tune, and magician  

dan troMMater created the illusion of 

entanglement with ordinary playing cards.

shalm’s presentation became the buzz of the 

conference, generating dozens of positive 

tweets and rave reviews from attendees. 

“it was amazing,” a breathless shalm said 

after coming offstage. “it was everything i’d 

hoped it would be — and more.”

video footage of shalm’s presentation and 

all the tedxwaterloo talks will be posted on 

www.tedxwaterloo.com. 

a new SpIn on quantum science at tedxwaterloo 

In a mind-bending mash-up of 
music and science, the Institute 
for quantum computing teamed 
up with the kitchener-waterloo 
Symphony to present “quantum: 
Music at the Frontier of Science.”

the pair of sold-out concerts 

on feb. 23 and 24 explored the 

parallel histories of music and 

quantum science over the past century.  with narration, visuals,  

“sound experiments” and an eclectic musical program, the symphony 

carried the audience on a journey into the quantum realm. 

the concert was more than a year in the making, and was created  

with input from iqc faculty, postdocs, students and staff, who met 

regularly with K-w symphony music director edwiN outwater.  

“it has been a mind-blowing revelation,” outwater said after the 

opening night performance at Kitchener’s conrad centre for the 

performing Arts. “it made me look at the universe differently.”

An abridged video of the concert, and a behind-the-scenes  

“making of” documentary, are posted on iqc’s YouTube channel. 

q
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iqc.uwaterloo.ca/10years  

ten quantum Years:   
looking back, looking ahead

the institute for quantum computing is celebrating a decade of scientific 
discovery and innovation — and building for an even brighter future.

CommunITy eVenTS

distinguished lecture series  

guest talks by renowned speakers in quantum 

science and nanotechnology.

the mike & ophelia lazaridis  
quantum-Nano centre ribbon cutting   

Friday, september 21, 2012 – 10:00 am to 11:30 am

community open house, guest lectures, 
Public tours 

saturday, september 29, 2012

quantum research will meet rock ‘n roll when one of canada’s  
best-known science popularizers, Jay Ingram, leads his band —  
JaY IngraM and the qUBItS — in a concert to cap off the  
Sept. 29 open house.

Ingram, who co-hosted hosted discovery channel’s Daily Planet  
for more than 15 years, will perform a custom-written show with his 
five-piece band and some special guests from Iqc.

For more information, please visit:

krister Shalm (right, top) used swing 

dance, live music and magic to explain 

quantum science at Tedxwaterloo. 

Photo used with permission –  

Darin white, makebright.com 

edwin outwater conducts the kitchener-waterloo Symphony in 

“Quantum: music at the frontier of Science”

SCIenTIfIC ConferenCeS
throughout Iqc’s 10th anniversary year, the 

institute will host more academic conferences  

and workshops than ever before.

undergraduate school on experimental 
quantum information Processing 
may 28 - June 8, 2012  
iqc.uwaterloo.ca/conferences/useqip2012/

12th annual canadian summer school on  
quantum information 
June 11-16, 2012 
cssqi2012.iqc.uwaterloo.ca

9th canadian student conference & 2nd aqua 
student congress on quantum information 
June 18-22, 2012 
aqua2012.uwaterloo.ca

quantum cryptography school for  
young students 
august 13-17, 2012

quantum innovators 
september 6-9, 2012 



looK for the next issue of NewBit coming in the fAll!

September 2012  |  grand opening

mike & ophelia lazaridis 
Quantum-nano Centre

come celebrate with us!

two world-class institutes: 

The institute for quantum computing and  

the waterloo institute for Nanotechnology.

one state-of-the-art research facility  

at the university of waterloo.

ribbon Cutting 

Special guests 

VIp reception

Friday, September 21

Community open House

guest lectures

public Tours

Saturday, September 29

going small 

way
in a big


